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IKTRODUCTION 
It is well known that modern aerodynamics necessitates the investigation 
of flows of high-temperature radiating gas. To study such flows we must 
first examine the problems of interaction between a moving gas and a radia- 
tion field. This interaction, in general, results in a vast increase in the com- 
piexities of the problems as the equations governing them reduce to system 
of nonlinear integro-differential equations. Accordingly the solutions are 
usually obtained by considering limiting forms of the radiative transfer 
(transparent or opaque gas limits) or by considering the radiation to act as a 
perturbation. In the limiting cases of an optically thin or thick gas the integro- 
differential equation reduce to a system of differential equation and have been 
studied by many authors, for example, see [I], [Z], [3], [4]. The perturbation 
technique has been utilized in [5] and [6]. 
For the whole range of optical thickness, but confining their study to the 
one-dimensional case, Vincenti and Baldwin [7] obtained an integro-differ- 
ential equation for the velocity potential 4 and studied its time periodic 
solution. Further Lick [8] has studied the influence of radiation on the propa- 
gation of small disturbances by considering a signaling problem and obtained 
approximate limiting solutions. The interesting point of the study is that 
by “substitute kernel” method the integro-differential equation for 4 is 
reduced to a differential equation for 4. Generalizing the Whitham tech- 
nique [9] and applying it to the equation for 4, a number of interesting results 
concerning the various types of waves and their behavior are obtained. 
Further Cheng [IO] under the linearized approximation has derived dif- 
ferential equation for the velocity potential Q for the general three-dimensional 
case and utilized it to the study of wave propagation and flow over a wavy 
wall. 
Following Cheng [lo] we have here developed the general theory for the 
study of thin airfoils in radiation gas dynamics. The solution obtained is 
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valid for all finite values of the parameters ae , the absorption coefficient, and 
K, that is sixteen times the inverse of the Boltzmann number. 
1. BASIC EQUATIONS 
Though the starting equation for the present study is the same as given 
in [IO], except that it is put in nondimensional form, the complete study 
of the entitled problem necessitates the use of many more equations. There- 
fore, we find it essential to give, for ready reference, the complete set of 
equations governing the general three-dimensional unsteady flow of radiating 
gas. 
Introducing the following nondimensional variables 
p =P’ -Pm -> 
G2PE 
q-L 
%3Pcc ' 
ci = Ci’L, 
and making the following assumptions 
(i) The gas under examination is an inviscid perfect gas with constant 
specific heats. 
(ii) Radiative effects can be taken into account on the basis of usual 
quasiequilibrium hypothesis and under the assumption of a ‘gray gas.’ 
(iii) The energy density, radiation pressure, and other nonequilibrium 
effects, other than radiation, are negligible. 
The governing equations given in [lo] can be put in the form 
t$ + v ’ (pv) = 0, 
g + vp = 0, 
Dh 
Pz=(Y- l)M2[+$-v.q], 
yMm2p =ph - 1, h = T, 
hh 
v($v’q)-3aq-(y-l)M,2 Vh = 0, 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
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where p’, h’, p’, v’, q’, Y”, (I’, y and I, arc respectively the pressure, cnthalpy 
per unit mass, density, velocity vector, radiation heat flux vector, temperature, 
coefficient of absorption, specific heats, and the characteristic length, and 
where 
The numbers NBO and AZ, are respectively the Boltzmann number and Mach 
number based on the reference-free stream condition. 
2. PLANE STEADY MOTION: LINEARIZED THEORY 
For the present problem we further assume that the disturbances take 
place due to thin airfoil, having the equation 
and the dynamic variables become 
v=j-Lv, p=lfp, P =P, 
h=l+h, T-l$T, q ==q> a=%)+% (2.2) 
where j is the unit vector along s axis, the direction of the undisturbed stream 
velocity. 
We confine our study to consider here the plane steady case. Use of Eqs. 
(2.2) and in Eqs. (l.l)-( 1.4) th e neglect of second and higher order terms, 
gives 
(2.3) 
$ -I- VP = 0, 
~=(y-l)A4,$&v.q], 
YM,,~P = p + h. (2.6) 
The Eqs. (1.3) and (1.5) can be simplified as 
(Y - 1) Mm2 hb2q = V [ - g + (y - 1) Mm2 g - a,,Kh] . (2.7) 
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From the Eqs. (2.4), (2.5), and (2.7) we obtain 
where 
,,=g+c, 
aY2 
b=V.q, w=v*v 
and 
/3’2 = I - yMm2. 
The equations (2.3)-(2.7) can be further reduced to a single equation of 
the form 
a az a2 -- 
ax ax2 + af ( - BP~+~)+~~r(~+~)(~2~+~) j( 
- 3zOa L (82 g + g) = 0, (2.9) 
where 
Here, it may be expected that the linearized equation (2.9) would suffer 
from the same shortcommings as does the Prandtl-Glauert equation; i.e., 
it would give a relatively poor approximation at transonic and hypersonic 
speeds. However, we find that the discontinuous behavior that invalidates 
the solutions of the Prandtl-Glauert equations at transonic speeds disappears 
with the inclusion of the radiation effect. 
Before we proceed further we find worth mentioning the difference existing 
between the general case treated here ( 0~s and K being finite and arbitrary) 
and the extreme cases of a, being very small or very large. 
In case a,, < 1 we can treat heat flux as heat sink distributed through the 
heated volume of gas, the strength of the sink being a known function of gas 
temperature and density. Hence the problem is the same as the problem of a 
flow past a thin body in the presence of heat sources distributed throughout 
the flow field. 
The case %>> 1 is analogous to ordinary heat conduction (the thermal 
conductivity is the known function of gas temperature and density). In this 
case thicker region forms, enveloping the first region, such that the radiant 
energy is blocked. Further the zone of transition occurs; transition takes place 
from the high temperatures within to the lower temperature without. 
409/18/3-4 
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3. GENERAL SOLUTION OF THE EQUATION (2.9) 
For finding the value of 8(.x, y) and W(X, y) we use the technique of ITouricr 
transform. Accordingly we assume that the function 8(x, y) and w(.x,J) 
satisfy Dirichlet’s conditions relative to the variable x and that the integrals 
1 m 6(x, y) dx, jm 4x, Y) dx (3.1) --7r --D 
are convergent. By introducing the Fourier transform defined as follows 
the equation (2.9) with (3.2) reduces to 
a $ + iqb t iha) $ - iqb - c) Q = 0, 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
where 
U = (‘YOK - ii), b = h’/? + i~&,Kfl’~ + 3a,,2, c = 3~2rM,2. 
The characteristic equation corresponding to Eq. (3.4) takes the form 
which yields 
urn* + ih(b + i/la) m2 - iP( b - c) = 0, (3.5) 
m2 = -i/l(b+iha)filh~~A,+iA, 
2u 
= --ih(b+ihu)fiIXI(R,+iR,) 
2u (3.6) 
where 
A, = x4@ - 1)2 - h2C+,2KY8’2 - 1)’ $ 9a,$ + 6~6~1\~(/F - 1) $ 4A2c, 
A, = 6%3AK(B’2 - 1) + a’(/? - 1) (8” - 1) Ci,,K + ‘k&K, 
R, = f l/t (2/A12 + A,2 + Ai R, = dh (l/A1” + AZ2 - A,). 
(3.7) 
The equation (3.6) can be further written as 
m = f d8L1) + ~2:“)~ (3.8) 
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where 
g(l,(h2) = t+,,2K2(~‘2 + 1) + hyp” + 1) + 3%‘1 F 1 h 1 [‘% + ‘%KRz] 
i 2(Lyo2K2 + x2) 1 
8pv) = 
CyoKh[h2w2 - $) - 3%2] T [M, - %@I] 1 h 1 
2(%02K2 + h2) 
. 
Thus the roots can be written in the form 
(3.10) 
I + = - T,! - ls+‘, T- = r+’ + is+‘, 
s- = - r-.’ - is-‘, s- = r-’ + is-‘, 
where 
r*’ = r+‘(P), s*’ = si’(h2). 
Hence the solution of Eq. (3.4) takes the following form 
SZ(h, j-y) = c*(X) .c?*~ + D,(h) es*y. (3.11) 
It may be pointed out here that the plus sign in Eq. (3.11) indicates the solu- 
tion is valid in the half-plane y > 0 and the minus sign is valid for the lower- 
half plane, i.e., y < 0. By an inversion of the Fourier integral (3.2), we have 
4x7 *tr> =,2&2 --oc r [Q(X) eriY + DJX) f7Qv] rib ~9. 
Again with the help of Eqs. (3.12) and (2.8) we get 
e, f Y) = 
- ‘%K 
(y - 1) M,2(27r)1’2 
m 1 
X I [ 
(r2-/Y2h2)C-&l) 
~~2 - x2 - 3a,2) er*y + 
ts2 - 8’2h2) Dh(h) @a” 
--m x (3 - A2 - 3%2) 1 e-i& & - 
Further, Eq. (3.5) yields 
(r2 - x2 - 3%2) (s2 - x2 - 3%2) = 3a02K~~2~ ;?‘A) . 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
From Eq. (3.14) we remark that the value of 8(x, f y) as given by (3.13) 
is valid for all finite values of the parameters % and K. 
4. DJXERMINATION OF THE VELOCITY FIJILD 
For finding the velocity field we use Eqs. (2.3)-(2.6), which give 
B’ g + 5 = - ( y- 1) M,W. (4.1) 
Further from the condition of irrotationality WC have 
For finding the general solution of the Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2), WC first obtain 
the general solution of the homogeneous system and to this WC: add particular 
solution of the nonhomogeneous system. 
The general solution of the homogeneous system may be written in the form 
where the function 4 satisfies the equation 
The general solution of Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) may be written in the form 
CD -.- 4 + 4, . Therefore 4,) that is, a particular solution of Eqs. (4.1) and 
(4.2), may be written in the form 
co 
4, = ($,2 -m I [ 
(y2 - fY2h2) C,(h) er9 
ih(r2 - p/v) (Y2 - A2 - 3a,2) 
(s2 - p2A2) D*(h) es9 
f ih(s? _ ~2~2) (s2 :.‘A2 - 3a,2) 1 e-‘hz dA* (4.5) 
From the definition of 4, it is clear that it denotes the potential function of a 
flow field without radiation effect. The radiation effects appear through 
4, that is given by Eq. (4.5). 
The velocity field can be given the following general representation 
Since Eq. (4.5) involves factors of the type (y2 - /Ph2) and (s2 - /??V) in the 
denominator, we therefore must look for the nature of (Y” - jW2) and 
(s2 - /PA2). To this end we use the characteristic equation (3.5) and that gives 
(y2 _ p92) (s2 _ /32h2) = M~2~4w4r - 1). 
(%K - ih) 
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From Eq. (4.7) we conclude that the representation (4.5) is valid for all 
finite values of 06 and K. 
5. DETERMINATION OF RADIATION ,FIELD 
For determining the radiation field, we have after taking the curl of Eq. 
(2.7) the following equation for q2 and qu 
24, %z 0 ----c. 
as ay 
Further, from the definition of d we have 
(5.1) 
From Eq. (5.1) it is clear that radiation heat flux vector is irrotational. 
Therefore, introducing the radiation potential function !f’, we have from 
Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2) the following equation for Yz 
VY = - ‘W (y2 - /3’*A*) C+(h) erzy 
(y - 1) Mm*(27T)1’a iX(r2 - A* - 3c$) 
I b2 - P’*x*) D*(h) f+ky e-iAZ & 
ih(s2 - A* - 3x,,*) I 
The solution of Eq. (5.3) will be of the form 
Y = * + 4,) 
where 
(r* - /3’*A*) C*(X) er+v 
(P - X2) (9 - x2 - 3c.g) 
(3 - p/q D,(h) @+” 
+ ts2 - x2) cs2 - ~2 _ 3%2) I e-‘“Z dh 
and #(x, y) satisfies the equation 
v** = 0. 
Using the characteristic equation (3.5), we get 
k” - X2) (9 - A*) = y$JJ%f . 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
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From (5.7) we conclude that the representation (5.5) is valid for all finite 
values of ~ys , K. 
From Eq. (2.7) it is clear that the functions d(.~, v) and 4(x, u) are not 
independent. The equation (2.7) with the help of Eqs. (2.5) and (2.4), (4.4) 
and (5.6) yields 
Further from Eqs. (4.5), (5.5), (4.7), and (5.7) we get 
a*, 3%2x=~h. + v2q $2 v2*, . 
Equations (5.8) and (5.9) yield 
3 ALK!Y 
c1o ax ax2 * 
6. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
For determining the boundary condition we assume that the 
is of small camber. Also the fluid velocity vector is tangent to 
The last condition after using (2.1) 
(5.8) 
(5.9) 
(5.10) 
thin airfoil 
the airfoil. 
Further, for the present problem we take the origin of the reference system 
at the middle of the airfoil and also choose the characteristic length 2L (so 
far undetermined), equal to the length of the profile chord. Then it can bc 
shown [1 1] that in the exterior of the profile on the Ox axis, the velocity com- 
ponent is continuous. Hence, at all points on the Ox axis we have 
which can be further rewritten in the form 
[v,] = - [$I -+ [v] = 0, 
(6.2) 
where the bracket enclosing the physical quantity denotes the jump in it. 
Since perturbations have to vanish at infinity and, further, the normal 
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derivative of 4 on the x axis is continuous (see Eq. 6.2), the only possibility 
for a nontrivial solution of (4.4) is that @/ax must be discontinuous 
somewhere on the x axis. These conditions require that a#ax be anti- 
symmetric in y. Therefore, we have 
a4 a+ 
ax = -- ‘u-+0 ax yB-o. (6.4) 
Again the continuity of radiation heat flux components at the airfoil surface 
demand 
[%I = 0, kfl = 0. (6Sa) 
Further, assuming the surface to be at constant temperature and using 
x-component of Eq. (3.8b) and Eq. (4.3) of Cheng [12] we arrive, for a black 
body at the following boundary condition (after linearizing and nondimen- 
sionalization) 
( 1 j+& ax 33 (42L+o - y=+. = - 2 (6Sb) 
Using Eqs. (6.3), (4.5), and (3.10), we get 
r+ (rZ - P2h2) [C+@) + C-N] + s+ (s2 - s’“A”) [WY + D-(41 = o 
ifpa - pw) (f2 - x2 - 3a$) qs - pAa) (9 - x2 - 3a$) * 
(64 
Further, Eqs. (6.5), (5.5), and (3.10) yield 
r+ (r2 - P2x2) [C+(h) + C-(41 + s+ (s2 - F2A2) [D+O) + D-(h)] = o 
iA(r2 - X2) (9 - /\a - 3a& iA(s2 - 2) (52 - x2 - 3062) - 
(6.7) 
Since Eqs. (6.6) and (6.7) are true for all values of h, therefore we get 
C+(X) = - C-(h), D+(h) = - D-(h). (6.8) 
Using (6.8) in (5.5), (4.5), (3.13), (3.12), we get 
4% + Y) = - +, - y), 
qx, + Y) = - qx, - y), 
w, + Y) = -do(% -Y), 
%(% +Y) = - +.(x, -Y), 
Q& + Y) = - q&9 - Y). (6.9) 
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By further use of Eq. (6.5), taking into account the symmetry of qvn , we get 
2; I,,=-?? jmo. 
From Eqs. (5.10) and (6.4) we obtain 
2 2* 
ax +o= -- 2x -0 - (6.11) 
We also know that the partial derivatives of the harmonic function are 
continuous in the exterior of the profile. This leads to 
y 
2x .L” = 
0 (-c.o<<x<-1;1<x<co) 
Introducing the following notation 
(6.12) 
z(h) _ _ (Y2 - ph*) (2Y* -t- 3cYJ ($2 - P) (9 - x2 - 3062) 
(9 - /3’W) (2X* + 301,) (12 - A*) (12 - x2 - 3$) ’ 
(6.13) 
and taking into consideration Eqs. (6Sb), we get 
D,(h) = Z(h) C,(A). (6.14) 
From (6.8) and (6.14) it is clear that out of four functions only one function 
C+(h) = C(h) is unknown. 
Further, from Eqs. (6.5), (6.9), and (6.1 I), we have 
4-m 
a* 
= - - 
, 0 2.x +o * 
From Eqs. (6.15), (5.5), and (6.12), we have 
sf [ 
(Y2 - j3’W) ($2 -- B’W) Z(X) 
T;2 - ~2) ty2 _ ~2 _ 3%*) + ts* - A*) (p - p - 3a02) I ‘(‘) 
+1 a* 
=&z - s -1 ax 
eiAZ dx. (6.16) 
+o 
The equation (6.16) determines the function C(X) in terms of 2$/2x I+O. 
The function 4(x, y) satisfies Eq. (4.4), and it can be determined with the 
help of Glauert and Prandtl’s method in the case of subsonic motions or by 
Ackeret’s method in the case of supersonic motions. For this case also the 
condition (6.1) will be determined if C(A) is known. 
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7. BOUNDARY CONDITION FOR THE FUNCTION 
For solving Eq. (5.6) we need the boundary condition on $I, To get this 
we make use of Eq. (6.1). This further necessitates the determination of the 
relationship between v~(x, & 0) and qxp(x, 5 0). To get this we proceed as 
follows: 
Introducing the quantity j*(h) as defined below 
144 = 
+ i/y52 - pw) (52 - A2 - 3062) 1 [ (12 - B’W) (52 - #f3’2P) Z(h) (Y” - h2) (Y2 - A2 - 3cQ) + (52 - h2) (52 - A2 - 3C$) 1 
r*(r’ - px2) 
ih(Y2 - p/v) (12 - A2 - 3062) 
(v - 1) Mm2 
5*(52 - /3’W) Z(h) 
cm u(x, + 0) eilZ dx 
J --m 
= 
r 
--m qz&, * 0) eids dx ’ 
(7.1) 
we find that 
I+@) = - I(- 4. (7.2) 
Again introducing the notation 
k”‘(x) = c2ijl,2 r -m J,.(h) eiAZ dh 
and using the convolution theorem, known in the theory of Fourier-trans- 
forms, we get, using (7.1), 
r 
---a qz&, !r 0) K”)(x - a) da. (7.4) 
Further, using (6.15), (6.1), and (6.12) in (7.4), we get 
y’(x) - g /*o =3= & J’, g jem wx - 4 da* (7.5) 
v-*0 
Differentiation of (7.5) w.r.t. x and use of (5.10) leads to 
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This equation solves completely the present problem, for by knowing 
:-#;i;r iv=+,, on the segment (- 1, 1) and taking into account condition 
(6.12), it results that the harmonic function 4 may be determined in thr 
upper half plane with the aid of a Neumann problem. 
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